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Anderson Interactive

Dave Anderson  c: 770-401-1044
Jennifer Jennings  c: 770-900-5456
Adrienne Stoner  c: 770-324-5720 
Tom Testa   c: 617-872-0184 

Event Live-Tweeting

Anderson Interactive will be live-tweeting to the @WEDIonline Twitter account throughout the 
conference. If there are particular items, photos, thoughts of interest that WEDI would like to share, 
please let Jennifer Jennings know via text 770-900-5456 or email jennifer@andersoni.com.

General Editorial Talking Points

•    Some editors/reporters we are speaking with are not familiar with WEDI so we will want to use this 
opportunity to introduce the company and educate them on WEDI and its mission

•    WEDI’s role in industry coalition to address 21st Century Cures Act and TEFCA regulations

•    Workgroup updates including blockchain, NCVHS predictability roadmap, telehealth, payments, etc

•    WEDI’s new direction and shifting focus for 2019 and what it means for provider, payer and vendor 
members
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Schedule at a Glance

When:  2:40-3:00 p.m.
Editor: Roberta Mullin
Media: HealthcareNOW Radio
Where:  Media Interview Room, W314B, Level 3
Who:   Charles Stellar

Roberta Mullin, Editor in Chief, @mssoftware & @HITECHAnswers & @HCNowRadio

At HIMSS, Roberta will want to user her digital voice recorder to capture a “HIMSS Moment,” a five-minute 
podcast that she will edit and place on her site and various online platforms such as HealthcareNOWradio. 

HealthcareNOWradio.com is an internet radio station operated and produced as part of Answers Media 
Network. The station and companion website debuted in February 2012 at the HIMSS Conference in  
Las Vegas. The station offers interviews, commentary and speeches from industry leaders in healthcare  
and health information technology.

Tuesday, February 12, 2019

When:  10:30-11:00 a.m.
Editor: Joe Goedert
Media: Health Data Management
Where:  Media Interview, W314B, Level 3
Who:   Charles Stellar

Joe Goedert, Senior Health Reporter, @HDMmagazine 

Recent Articles by Joe: 
•    CommonWell debuts option for expanded data connectivity
•    12,000 get credit protection after phishing attack
•    Better data access helps to cut ER visits at Portland Clinic

Frequency: Monthly
Circulation: 52,100
Target Audience: Senior health care executives who are on the front lines of  
information technology decisions

Health Data Management’s coverage is founded on vital industry news but takes its subscribers beyond  
the news, focusing sharply on the most important issues and topics — revenue cycle analytics and 
accountable-care models, electronic health record platforms and data storage, telemedicine and mobile 
applications. Through its proprietary news and analysis, and its authoritative network of contributors, 
Health Data Management delivers insightful analysis of the technology trends, tools and strategies that  
are shaping healthcare’s future. As healthcare strives to be more accessible, affordable, effective, and 
efficient, Health Data Management clarifies the industry’s regulatory, security and business challenges.
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When:  4:15-4:45 p.m.
Analyst: Greg Caressi
Media: Frost & Sullivan
Where:  Media Interview Room, W314B, Level 3
Who:   Charles Stellar

Greg Caressi, Senior Vice President, Healthcare & Life Sciences, @Frost_Sullivan

Greg serves as the business unit leader for North American and Latin American operations. In this role, 
Greg oversees research teams covering the following technology areas: Healthcare & Life Sciences IT, 
Medical Imaging, Patient Monitoring, Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology, Medical Devices, Drug Discovery 
Technologies, Clinical Diagnostics. In his twelve years at Frost & Sullivan, Greg has served in executive 
management roles building and leading market research, growth consulting, and sales and business 
development teams. He is a member of the Board of Directors for the Life Sciences IT Global Institute 
(list.org). 

Frost & Sullivan is an international growth consultancy, which has been supporting clients’ expansion for 
more than four decades. Their market expertise covers a broad spectrum of industries, while their portfolio 
of advisory competencies includes custom strategic consulting, market intelligence, and management 
training. Frost & Sullivan’s network of consultants, industry experts, corporate trainers and support staff, 
spans the globe with offices in every major country. 

Wednesday, February 13, 2019

When:  4:30-5:00 p.m.
Editor: Keith Martin
Media: Medscape Business of Medicine
Where:  Media Interview Room, W314B, Level 3
Who:   Charles Stellar

Keith Martin, Editorial Director, @Keith_L_Martin

Frequency: Daily
UVPM: 10,819,924
Target Audience: medical specialists, primary care physicians, and health professionals

Medscape Business of Medicine
Offers medical news, clinical trial information, review articles, journal commentary, expert columns, patient 
education articles and book reviews. It also includes Web-based services for verifying insurance information, 
Medline and other search engines, as well as a physician directory enabling users to find physicians by 
practice, location or specialty. It offers conference coverage through leaders summarizing key data and 
presentations from major medical meetings; The Medscape Journal of Medicine, the Internet’s first medical 
journal; MedPulse, a weekly e-mail newsletter; and business, financial, managed care and medical  
practice information.
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